WEEKLY REPORT
November 23-29, 2009

11/23/09

9:10 am  Sgt. Reyes – Dispatched to US Renal Care in the 14800 blk. of Main Street for a report of a minor accident.

3:00 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Report of telephone harassment on Mesquite St.

10:50 pm Cpl. Gamez – Assisted public works with a leaking gas meter in the 15000 blk. of Lake St.

11:15 pm Cpl. Gamez – Assisted Medina Co. with a fatality accident on IH-35 at mile marker 128.

11/24/09

1:45 am  Cpl. Gamez – Assisted Medina Co. with a disturbance on C.R. 5719.


1:30 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Report of an unrestrained child in the 14900 blk. of Main St.

2:00 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Report of suspicious activity in the 15300 blk. of Main St.

2:30 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Assisted Lytle EMS in the 15300 blk. of Newton St.

2:35 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Dispatched to the Hometown Depot in the 15300 blk. of Main Street for a report of an attempted vehicle burglary. Unknown person opened the door of an unsecured vehicle and fled when he realized it was occupied.

2:55 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Report of illegal dumping in the 14600 blk. of Main St.

5:45 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Dispatched to First St. for a civil matter.

5:55 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Dispatched to the 18900 blk. of McDonald St. for a disturbance.

7:30 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Report of a habitual barking dog on Houston St.

7:35 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Complainant phoned the Police Department and reported that someone used her identity.
11/25/09

11:05 pm  Cpl. Gamez – Assisted Lytle EMS in the 19200 blk. of Blume Dr.

1:30 am  Cpl. Gamez – Traffic stop in the 15000 blk. of Mesquite St. resulted in the arrest of Janette Rodriguez (5/2/86) for DWI (second offense) and Nicholas Rodriguez (12/18/80) for two active warrants out of Travis County. They were both transported to the Atascosa Co. Jail.

7:18 am  Cpl. Gamez – Assisted Atascosa Co. with a major accident on Hoffman Rd.

10:55 am  Chief Priest – Minor fleet accident in the parking lot of First Klass Cleaners.

12:46 pm  Chief Priest – Comp. in the 19400 blk. of S. Prairie St. reported some suspicious activity and requested extra patrols.

6:35 pm  Sgt. Reyes – LPDCA Patrol located and reported an unsecured vehicle parked at the old Topis bldg.

7:24 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Vehicle lockout at H.E.B.

9:26 pm  Ofc. Hanson – Assisted a complainant who hit a deer on Old Pearsall Rd. just north of the city. Bexar Co. Sheriff’s Office was notified.

11/26/09

1:54 am  Ofc. Hanson – Traffic stop of a reckless driver on IH-35 resulted in the arrest of Scott Morgan (3-3-88) for DWI.

2:40 am  Ofc. Hanson / Chief Priest / Sgt. Reyes – Fleet accident on the NB access Rd. of IH-35 just south of the city limits. Officer struck a black calf. No injuries. A total of 13 cows were wandering on the access road. The cows were placed back into the property and the owner was notified.

9:04 am  Chief Priest – Alarm call in the 18000 blk. of Lake Wind Dr.

12:49 pm  Chief Priest – Observed a temporary stop sign had been taken from the intersection of Laredo and N. Somerset streets. Public works was notified and another one was placed.

7:22 pm  Chief Priest – Responded to a disturbance in the 15500 blk. of Main St.

8:15 pm  Chief Priest / Cpl. Dear – Report of a possibly intoxicated driver on IH-35 (NB). Vehicle was located and driver was tired. Another passenger took over the driving duties.

11/27/09

1:43 am  Cpl. Dear – LPDCA located an open door at the Lytle High School.

3:12 am  Cpl. Dear – Assisted Natalia PD with intruder call on FM 471.
5:00 am  Cpl. Dear – Assisted a stranded motorist on FM 463.

5:18 am  Cpl. Dear – Alarm call on FM 2790 N.

5:58 am  Cpl. Dear – Alarm call on FM 2790 N, it was determined a dog was setting it off.

8:45 am  Cpl. Montgomery – Assisted with some loose livestock on Old Frio City Rd.

Located driver and she had some medical issues. A family member was contacted and picked her up.

8:55 pm  Cpl. Dear – Assisted La Coste PD on FM 2790 N with a report of a pursuit.


11:15 pm  Cpl. Dear – LPDCA reported a suspicious / abandoned vehicle in the H.E.B. parking lot.

11/28/09


2:20 am  Cpl. Dear – Observed and investigated suspicious activity in the area of Lytle-Somerset St. and Lazy J Trail.

6:44 am  Cpl. Dear – Assisted Medina Co. with a fatality accident on SH 132 @ C.R. 6850

7:55 am  Cpl. Dear – Report of graffiti on the building in the 15200 blk. of Main St. (Certified Truck and Auto)

9:30 am  Sgt. Reyes – Report of a suspicious male on Blume Dr.

10:30 am  Sgt. Reyes – Vehicle lockout in the 15900 blk. of White Cap.

3:45 pm  Sgt. Reyes – Report of an alarm at Willey’s Auto Value in the 14900 blk. of Main Street.

6:20 pm  Cpl. Gamez – Minor accident in the 14700 blk. Main St.

6:05 pm  Ofc. Hanson – Complainant requested a welfare check at the Lytle Apts.

6:10 pm  Ofc. Hanson – Complainant reported a child custody issue, he was advised it was a civil matter.

11/29/09

8:43 am  Chief Priest – Report of a minor accident near the intersection of Benton St. and Poco St.

10:12 am  Chief Priest – Vehicle lockout in the 18700 blk. N. Benton St.
5:02 pm  Chief Priest – A 17 year old male reported that he believes his mother reported him as a run-a-way. I was able to confirm that Medina Co. was looking for him. His mother picked him up at the PD.

10:10 pm  Ofc. Hanson- Officer conducted a welfare check at the Lytle Apts.

10:38 pm  Ofc. Hanson- Civilian Auxiliary located an open door at the High School during a building check. Officer checked interior of building and secured.